Company profile:

NiRo-Tecnik business is the manufacturing and sales of shaped and welded pieces, special tubes, tube systems and pressure vessels.

NiRo-Tecnik works up all common shaped stainless steel pieces up to high-alloy materials and nickel-based materials in accordance to reviewed approvals.

The high quality products are preferred application in the process technology, environmental-, paper-, chemical- and power plant industry.

Manufacturing- / delivery programme:

First-class products: shaped and welded pieces
- Shaped stainless steel pieces ISO Standard and for pipe and paper: welded reducers, Tee-pieces, welding saddles, bends for welding, pipe clips, flanged wheels for welding, segment bends
- Flanges
- FF-pieces

Special constructions:
- Special tubes
- Special shaped pieces
- Special pipes with longitudinal weld

Plant constructions:
- Tube systems
- Manhole cover
- Pressure vessels

Manufacturing and Stock
The shaped pieces are in all sizes acc. The standards in our stock included intermediate sizes. Therefore we can deliver all shaped pieces directly.

All products can be delivered with a certificate acc. to EN 10204.

For further information please visit our website.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us.